Computational docking is a promising tool to model three-dimensional (3D) structures of protein-protein complexes, which provides fundamental insights of protein functions in the cellular life. Singling out near-native models from the huge pool of generated docking models (referred to as the scoring problem) remains as a major challenge in computational docking. We recently published iScore, a novel graph kernel based scoring function. iScore ranks docking models based on their interface graph similarities to the training interface graph set. iScore uses a support vector machine approach with random-walk graph kernels to classify and rank protein-protein interfaces.
Motivation and significance
the entire computation from processing PDB files of the docked models to 79 obtaining the final score of each PPI. 
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Other parameters are provided in [18] . The pssm gen() class also formats 94 the PSSM files for further processing. The class outputs resulting PSSM files 95 for each chain in the PDB files into a separate folder for further processing. The graph generation is handled by the iscore graph() function and relies 98 heavily on our pdb2sql tool that allows manipulating PDB files using SQL 99 queries [25] . The contact residues are identified by the interface module of 100 pdb2sql using a default contact distance of 6.0Å. The PSSM files generated 101 in the previous step are then read and checked against the sequence of the and assembled in the final kernel value (see [18] for details on the calculation).
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All kernel values are then stored in a dedicated pickle file. While the GPU routines might be interesting to process very large proteins or for other applications, we have exclusively used the CPU routines 184 in our calculations because our protein interface graphs contain less than a 185 hundred nodes. We illustrate here the use of iScore through a small code snippet. While the software has been developed specifically for ranking PPIs, the 282 method is generic and may be used for any problem where graphs have to be 283 ranked. To this end, the software could be generalized for users to specify 
Conclusions
We have presented a new software package, iScore, that provides an end-289 to-end solution for ranking protein-protein interfaces. The method is based 290 on a support vector machine classification using random-walk graph kernels 291 as input. 
